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the grand theft auto series introduced a new type of
glitch to the gaming world: the glitch-jump cheat,
which lets you take off with a rocket pack attached
to the back of your vehicle, or at least accelerate
away with your vehicle rumbling away behind you.
this cheat has spawned two main forms: cheats
which allow you to trigger the jump cheat and cheat
which allow you to remove the rocket pack from
your vehicle and use it normally. with the exception
of v1.3 of the rockstar launcher, cheats that allow
you to remove the rocket pack from your vehicle
are not available in san andreas, and they are never
available at any stage. for these reasons, it can be
difficult to know exactly what you are doing when
you get into a vehicle with a cheat for the first time.
gta san andreas - the pc cheats are a series of
cheats that allow players to modify the game
without the use of third party cheats. these cheats
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can give the player many benefits ranging from a
faster vehicle to cheats which can add and remove
items. these cheats work on windows operating
systems only and are implemented through the use
of an online cheat engine which can be downloaded
onto a windows based computer or the xbox 360's
kinect. the gta san andreas cheat engine will
appear as a 3rd party item in the main menu of the
game and can easily be enabled or disabled at will.
the gta san andreas cheat engine is a free utility
that allows players to cheat in the pc version of
grand theft auto: san andreas. through the use of a
key generator, the cheat engine allows players to
have the use of over 250 different cheat codes,
ranging from simple to complex. it is also possible
to disable cheat functions, thus limiting the impact
of the cheat engine.
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